
“We performed an A/ B test over several weeks to measure the performance 
and the results were astonishing : up to + 14% conversion rate!”
Caroline Delorme, Digital Director, Galeries Lafayette.
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How the unique shopping experience  
of Galeries Lafayette’s Grands Magasins goes digital 
thanks to AI with maximization of conversion rate  
and improved customer satisfaction.



Leader in department stores in France and famous worldwide, Galeries Lafayette has been for the past 120 
years the specialist in fashion and sales’ events, with the aim of making each visit a unique experience and 
offering French and international customers a constantly renewed selection of the best brands, ranging from 
affordable to premium and luxury.

A digital strategy focused on the customer experience for a major player on the retail market.
The centenary history of Galeries Lafayette is linked to department stores, especially the one located in the heart 
of Paris on Boulevard Haussmann: a consumer paradise, where hundreds of brands can be found, with a unique 
expertise in the selection, the arrangement and showcasing of quality and desirable products.

The customer experience personalization has a dual purpose for galerieslafayette.com: not only to maximize 
the conversion rate, but also to create optimal and sustainable customer satisfaction to ensure cus-
tomer loyalty in the long run.

In other words, it is not a question of impressive special offers, but of leading the Galeries Lafayette customer, 
historically a demanding customer, in a differentiating experience that will make him come back again and again 
- online and in stores: the website plays a major role in the strategy of Galeries Lafayette. The website acts as a 
digital showcase, a catalyst for the brand’s unique shopping experience. It is therefore not only a sales place, but 
also a major digital contact point for the customer, decisive to « Drive-to-Store ». The attractivity of the website 
acts both on ecommerce and on in-store purchases – a seamless omni-channel experience. 

A new essential merchandising paradigm: the Data Driven “first” approach
The goal is to rediscover the Galeries Lafayette unique purchasing mechanics in the digital sphere and combine 
it with maximum business efficiency. Only a “Data Driven” approach could meet this challenge.

In concrete terms, offering a unique experience for each client while respecting the Galeries Lafayette DNA re-
quires the use of Artificial Intelligence technologies to:
-  Analyze the navigation and purchases of hundreds of thousands of Internet users in real time;
-  Calculate each customer’s sensitivity to products, for hundreds of thousands of references;
-  Offer personalization strategies that adapt according to each customer’s behavior, throughout his  time spent 

online, with self-learning mechanisms (machine learning).
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Galeries Lafayette has partnered with Target2Sell to fulfill these objectives.
Having a Data-Driven approach does not mean that everything must be entrusted to the “machine” indiscrimi-
nately.
The idea is to rely on data and algorithms to create a unique customer experience, while maintaining control over 
the merchandising strategy.
That’s what Target2Sell does, with a solution based on an artificial intelligence platform, but driven by merchan-
dising rules which are expressed in natural language.
Teams may, for example, express a rule such as: “on a product page, only offer products of a given brand, se-
lected from a set of brands” or “if the product belongs to the level 2 category Swimwear, offer products of level 
3 category Beach towels”.

The first implementation: the Target2Sell Personalized Ranking
One of the first challenges was to classify the products in every categories. This is indeed one of the most pow-
erful levers of conversion, well known in the e-commerce: more than 50% of website customers use categories 
navigation to select the products they will buy. The categories often include hundreds of products, even thou-
sands: the sorting of these pages must allow each customer to find the product that corresponds best, amongst 
many others. Manual classification was not only colossal human work, but it wasn’t performance-driven, and did 
not personalize the sorting for each client. 
-  How to analyze each customer’s navigation for each point of contact: online, mobile, in-store; 
-  How to process the data, to calculate the best offer; 
-  How to classify each product category, with an optimal customer experience (no flickering effect on the site, 

no slowing down). 
To meet these challenges Target2Sell’s unique and patented Personalized Ranking has been implemented and 
tested since the beginning of 2017. Target2Sell’s technology makes it possible to classify the visitors on more 
than 20 axes of analysis:
-  sensitivity to novelties,
-  to popular products,
-  to special offers,
-  to “classics” ... 



Target2Sell is the first open & real-time Artificial Intelligence platform dedicated to hyper personalization of the 
customer experience, for all digital channels and compatible with all retail commerce solutions. Already more 
than 450 retailer websites (Sephora, Galeries Lafayette, Yves Rocher, BUT, Micromania, Auchan, Monoprix, 
Camaïeu, Etam, Manutan ...) have adopted it and increase their sales tenfold: join them in 1-to-1 commerce 
revolution!
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Each visitor, according to his behavior which has been analyzed in real-time, even in the last seconds of navigation, is 
classified in a segment, and is offered a personalized result, according to his taste, and this by category of products. 
Galeries Lafayette conducted an A / B test over several weeks to evaluate the performance and obtained ex-
tremely conclusive results: up to + 14% conversion rate!

Benefits on every floor!
Beyond the figures, the use of the Target2Sell solution addresses several other fundamental points:
-  Smooth Customer Experience: Personalization is calculated automatically based on the navigation and 

multi-channel purchases, creating a seamless and original experience for each visitor;
-  Transparency of the results: Target2Sell has a transparency philosophy, AI is no voodoo magic, it simply allows 

results based on clearly explainable behavioral analysis. Target2Sell provides a plugin that allows galeriesla-
fayette.com’s merchandising teams to understand visitor profiles and criteria chosen for product sorting. This 
way, they can better understand product feedback based on their own business expertise;

-  Give value to the merchandising experience: a personalized sorting takes into account navigation, past and 
current purchases, online and in stores, but it cannot guess what is the calendar of upcoming commercial 
events, or the marketing choices specific to Galeries Lafayette or related to the brand requirements. To meet 
these specific needs, the teams in charge of galerieslafayette.com can influence the sorting by choosing, for 
one or more categories, the products to put forward or on the contrary which ones to place at the bottom 
of the list. This selection can be made by product (picking) or according to characteristics associated with 
the product (brand, color, price, ...). For example, it is sometimes necessary for merchandising teams to put 
in place such rules to harmonize the kaleidoscope of colors and shapes of a universe. The perfect alliance 
of artificial intelligence with human intelligence gives the best results, consistent with the strategy of Galeries 
Lafayette.

-  Successful cooperation between Services: Target2Sell also allows you to process data from various depart-
ments such as CRM or the Data team to convert this data into revenue. This collaborative work enhances 
everyone’s contribution to the group’s digital strategy;

-  Team competency: the business of e-merchandiser is changing. The merchandising teams have adopted 
these new paradigms, and the use of a solution like Target2Sell is a concrete way to absorb these notions. 

Personalization... everywhere, all the time.
Following this first experience of Personalized Ranking, Galeries Lafayette started in mid-2017 with the intro-
duction of Personalized Product Recommendation inserts, at different stages of the customer’s journey, from 
the home page to the shopping cart page. More than 10% of sales on the Galeries Lafayette website concern 
recommended products on which the customer had clicked and then added to the shopping cart. Target2Sell 
accompanies Galeries Lafayette based on continuous exchange and mutual listening. This partnership is very 
important because it enables to work in the long term, which is the guarantee of the projects’ success.


